
Health Form Submission Process 
RangerNet/MagnusHealth 

 

Who needs to do this process? All students/families.  

Why are we doing this process? It is important for Jesuit to have accurate and up-to-date information 

on every student. This information is due on August 1st. In the past, Jesuit had families submit paper 

copies of every form. We have made the decision and investment to move to a more paperless 

environment and are using Magnus Health moving forward. Magnus Health is used at many peer 

institutions and safeguards information according to HIPPA and FERPA. Furthermore, it is a single sign-

on process so you can access it straight from the new RangerNet. 

How do we complete this? Please set aside some time to look through the portal as it is a 

comprehensive health review. Also, there are several forms that need to be uploaded/signed. Below are 

the steps to complete the process:  

1. Login to RangerNet (as a parent) and click on “Resources” at the top of the page.  

2. Click on the “Magnus Health” tile. Note: Parents are the only users who have access to submit 

health records and students will not see the Magnus Health tile. You must be logged into a 

parent account in order to view the Magnus Health resource tile.  

 

3. Clicking the link will direct you to Magnus Health. You do not need to sign-in again, as they are 

connected.  

4. A quick –and optional- tutorial video will appear 



 

5. You should see your parents listed once you close the optional tutorial. Click on “Complete 

Now” and follow the direction of Magnus Health. 

 

6. Every step needs to be completed and every necessary form needs to be submitted. The Tracker 

Summary will help keep track of your progress and each requirement will let you know when it 

is complete.  

 

7. This information you enter will be shared appropriately with teachers/coaches/trainers so they 

can provide maximum support in the event of an emergency. 


